	
  

Users’ Guide
Introduction
BOL is a Currency Exchange Rate Service provided to you by Paywast in Afghanistan.
The word BOL comes from a circle of currency traders in Sarai Shahzada, which sets
the currency market rates in Afghanistan.
BOL rates are updated every minute during trading hours, and provides current
information about currency exchange rates of major global currencies to users. BOL
provides you the most frequently updated, most accurate currency exchange rates for
the Afghan currency market in real-time.
BOL services are available in a mobile app for Android phones and devices, which can
be downloaded worldwide from www.bol.af and from the Google Play app store.
Users in Afghanistan can furthermore get the latest currency rates from the BOL SMS
service, by sending T to 729 from major mobile operators in Afghanistan.

Instructions
1. Download BOL Afghan Currency Exchange App from www.bol.af or from
play.google.com
2. In the upper left corner of the screen is a circle with 2 arrows around it
the circle is green when the market is open and grey when it is closed. During
the trading hours the green circle displays 60 seconds countdown to refresh its
self with the updated rates. However, you can refresh the rates manually by
tapping the green circle.
3. In the far right upper corner the icon
will take you to the App Menu. In this
page you see Currency List, which displays all currency rates in one easy to
read table. Language menu allows you to choose between English, Dari and
Pashto languages. Also on the Menu page you can find the About Us, and
Instructions, as well as the share icon
, which allows you to share this
information through your email, Twitter and Facebook accounts.
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4. On the main page there is BUY and SELL tabs. Each section shows the current
rate as of the date and time listed below the word BUY. This shows when the
rates were last updated. BUY rates are the rates that a currency dealer buys
foreign currencies at that rate from you and SELL rates are indicative of rates a
currency dealer sells foreign currencies to you. Both sections reflect the
respective currency exchange rate. You can use the
icons or manually
scroll from the various currencies to find the conversion rate between them.
5. You can manually enter the amount for conversion by tapping the amount
shown and type in the desired amount to be converted.
6. To the left of the date and time is
. The Lock indicates you are not
currently enrolled in an unlimited plan. In order to unlock and use the premium
features of the BOL app, you need to buy a subscription.
You can purchase currency rate updates, a one time or choose from any of the
various unlimited plans by tapping on the Lock. Once you choose the plan you
want to get, enter the code from a Tazmeen voucher card in the provided field
and click the “Submit” button.
Currently you can get a free subscription for BOL with a FREE Tazmeen voucher
from Paywast.
Tazmeen vouchers are the new digital payment system for Afghanistan.
Tazmeen vouchers can be used to pay online – on websites and in apps – for
your favorite digital products and services. Get a FREE Tazmeen voucher for
the BOL app from your local shop or mobile dealer, or by registering on
http://www.bol.af/home/reg_en. You can also get a digital voucher by calling
the Paywast customer service on 0789-729-729.
If you can’t find a Tazmeen voucher in your nearest store, please ask the
shopkeeper to call 0789-729-729 and order Tazmeen cards for you. Refer a new
Tazmeen dealer and get an extra FREE Tazmeen voucher for each successful
referral.

Tazmeen is provided to you by Paywast.
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7. The bottom section of the main page shows charts for the currencies. The
default is 90 days, however, this can be changed by clicking on the drop down
menu and choosing the respective timeframe. The left side of the chart lists
the rate and the bottom shows the date.
8. If you are subscribed to one of the unlimited plans, above the 3 letter currency
abbreviations you will see arrows pointing up or downwards. This will reflect if
the rates have increased or decreased, respectively. The thick arrows

and

compare yesterday’s last rates with today’s updated rates. Dotted arrows,
and
compare today’s last updated rates with its previous rate update to
show the market direction and increase or decrease of the rates from the last
update.
Upward arrow compares yesterday’s last rates with today’s last updated
rates. For example if currency market closed yesterday at 4:45pm and the last
update was 1USD = 60.19 AFN and if today the current rate is 1USD = 60.25 AFN
so USD arrow
will be upward, an indication that USD is stronger and up
compare to yesterday’s rate.
Upward dotted arrow compares today’s last rate update with its pervious
rate and shows market direction. For example if now it is 12:06pm and the
current rate is 1USD = 60.25AFN and if the previous rate at 12:04pm was 1USD
= 60.22 AFN so USD arrow
will be UP, indicating current USD rate is higher
compare to the last rate update.
Downward arrow compares yesterday’s last rates with today’s last updated
rates. For example if market closed yesterday at 4:45pm and the last rate was
1 USD = 60.30 AFN and if today’s current rate is 1USD = 60.10 AFN so USD arrow
will be Downward, an indication that USD is weaker and lower compare to
yesterday’s rate.
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Downward dotted arrow compares today’s last rates with its pervious rate
and shows market’s direction. For example if now it is 12:06pm and the current
rate is 1USD = 60.15AFN. The previous rate at 12:04pm was 1USD = 60.25 AFN
so USD arrow will be
the last rate update.
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